JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. 32 OF GIsla saga, two bounty hunters come to the wife of the outlawed Gisli and offer her sixty ounces of silver to reveal the whereabouts of her husband. At first Aubr resists, but then, eyeing the coins and muttering that "cash is a widow's best comfort," she asks to have the money counted out. The men do so. Au6r pronounces the silver adequate and asks whether she may do with it what she wants. By all means, Eyj6lfr replies. Then:
and wool. Man's is the world beyond: the world of fishing, agriculture, herding, travel, trade, politics, and law. This inside/outside distinction is formulated in the laws and seems to represent an ideal state of affairs. It is no surprise, given its binary quality, and also given the way it seems to line up with such term sets as hvatrlblaucr, that modern speculations on underlying notions of gender in Norse culture should be similarly dichotomous. As labor is divided, in other words, so must be sexual nature: thus we read, in the handbooks, of the "polarity" of the sexes, of an "antithesis between masculine and feminine," of male-female "complementarity," and so on. 9 But is it that simple, and, more to the point, is it that modern? Let me begin an interrogation of this sexual binary on the female side. From the outset of the scholarly tradition, readers have been startled and not infrequently appalled by the extraordinary array of "exceptional" or "strong" or "outstanding" or "proud" or "independent" women-women whose behavior exceeds what is presumed to be custom and sometimes the law as well. No summary can do them justice, not least because paraphrase (indeed, translation in general) forfeits the tone of marvelous aplomb, both social and textual, that is such a conspicuous and telling aspect of their stories. But for those unfamiliar with the field, the following list should give a rough idea of the parameters. Heading it is the formidable Unnr in djpi6Dga. The overwhelming majority of Iceland's founding fathers (the original land claimants) were fathers indeed, but a handful-thirteen, according to Landndmabok'0-were women, and one of these was Unnr, who, fearing for her life and fortunes in Scotland after the death of her father and son, had a ship built in secret and fled, taking all her kin and retinue with her, to Orkney, then the Faroes, and finally Iceland, where, in about the year 900, she took possession of vast lands and established a dynasty." ("In every respect," Preben Meulengracht S0rensen observes, "she has taken over the conduct and social functions of the male householder and leader.") '2 In Scandinavia as in the Germanic world in general, men preceded women as heirs, but women did inherit, and a variety of evidence confirms that women could, and a not-insignificant percentage did, become considerable landholders.'3 They could also become traders and business partners. One of the main Scandinavian ventures on the North American continent was significantly bankrolled by a woman. She undertook the journey herself, and during the American winter, she is said to have driven her husband to murder several companions while she herself took an axe to their wives. '4 It may well be that even that most macho of early Scandinavian business activities, organized piracy ("viking" in the proper sense of the term), was practiced by women. The War of the Gtedhil with the Gaill refers twice to a "red girl" who headed up a viking band in Ireland and invaded Munster in the tenth century, and as any reader of the literature well knows, there are many other such legends of "fierce and imperious women"-legends so numerous and so consistent that, as Peter Foote and David Wilson sum it up, they "must certainly have some basis in reality."' 5 More mundane but no less telling, given the "overwhelming maleness" of the enterprise, is the existence of a handful of women skalds.'6 More generally, the sources tell of a number of women who prosecute their lives in general, and their sex lives in particular, with a kind of aggressive authority unexpected in a woman and unparalleled in any other European literature. '7 Nor was government the exclusive turf of men. It was in principle a male matter, but in practice, if we are to believe the sagas, women could insinuate themselves at almost every level of the process. One source claims that until the year 992, when they were debarred, women in Iceland could bring suit.'8 Normally women were not allowed to serve as witnesses-but exceptions could be made. Likewise service as arbitrators; it was a male business, but we know of at least one woman who "was formally empowered by the disputants to act as an arbitrator in a case." '9 Normally and ideally households were headed by men, but the laws provide for the female exception, and although the female householder was in principle subject to the authority of male guardians, the sagas give evidence, as William Ian Miller puts it, that "women were more than mere title holders with managerial powers lodged solely with men."20 Women were in theory exempt from feud violence, but there are cases of their being specifically included together with able-bodied men as targets of vengeance.2' In Iceland, notjust men but also women were subject to the penalties of outlawry and execution. Only a man could be a goci, but it was technically possible for women to own the office.22 A woman's control over whatever property she might technically own was less a function of her sex than her marital status: an unmarried and underage girl had none; a married woman, little; a widow, however (as Foote and Wilson sum it up), "could have charge of her own property, no matter her age, and administer that of her children; she also had more say in arrangements that might be made for another marriage."23 Certainly women's role, in blood feud, in "choosing the avenger" involved them centrally in the family politics of honor and inheritance, theoretically male terrain.24 Normally women were buried with "female" grave goods (e.g., spinning implements), but there are enough examples of female graves with "male" objects (weapons, hunting equipment, carpentry tools) to suggest that even in death some women remained marked as exceptional. 25 The examples could be multiplied, but even this summary list should suffice to prompt the paradoxical question: Just how useful is the category "woman" in apprehending the status of women in early Scandinavia? To put it another way, was femaleness any more decisive in setting parameters on individual behavior than were wealth, prestige, marital status, orjust plain personality and ambition? If femaleness could be overridden by other factors, as it seems to be in the cases I have just mentioned, what does that say about the sex-gender system of early Scandinavia, and what are the implications for maleness? I have no doubt that the "outstanding" women I enumerated earlier were indeed exceptional; that is presumably why their stories were remembered and recorded. But there is something about the quality and nature of such exceptions, not to say the sheer number of them and the tone of their telling, that suggests a less definitive rule than modern commentators have been inclined to allow. Certainly between women's de jure status and de facto status (as it is represented in literary and even historical texts) there appears to have been a very large playing field, and the woman (especially the divorced or widowed woman) sufficiently ambitious and sufficiently endowed with money and power seems not to have been especially hindered by notions of male and female nature. 26 The slippage is not only between law and life. It is also between law and law (regional variations pointing to a degree of relativity in the importance of sexual difference), and it is also, on some points, within one and the same law. I turn here to the portion of Gragas known as Baugatal. A schedule of compensation for slayings, Baugatal (literally "ring count") divides the kindred into four tiers depending on their relationship to the slain person. The first tier is composed of near kinsmen of the slain person (father, son, brother, etc.), who are required to pay (if they are defendants) or collect (if they are plaintiffs) the main "ring" or major share of the wergild. Then comes the next tier, made up of less immediately related kinsmen with a lesser share of the wergild, and so on. The extensive list, which explores all possible permutations of payers and receivers, consists exclusively of men, with one exception.
Si er ok kona ein er bax6i skal baugi bceta ok baug taka ef hon er einberni. En si kona heitir baugrygr. En hon er d6ttir ins dau6a, enda se eigi skapbiggjandi til hQfu6baugs en bcetendr lifi, bk skal hon taka brimerking sem sonr, ef hon t6k eigi full saxtti at vigsb6tum til bess er hon er gipt; enda skulu frxendr alengr taka. Nu er hon d6ttir veganda, en engi er skapbcetendi til bcetendi til hgfu6baugs, en vi6takendr se til, bk skal hon bceta brimerkingi sem sonr til bess er hon k0mr i vers hvilu; en bk kastar hon gjQldum i kne fraxndum.
[There is also one woman who is both to pay and to take a wergild ring, given that she is an only child, and that woman is called "ring lady." She who takes is the daughter of the dead man if no proper receiver of the main ring otherwise exists but atonement payers are alive, and she takes the three-mark ring like a son, assuming that she has not accepted full settlement in compensation for the killing, and this until she is married, but thereafter kinsmen take it. She who pays is the daughter of the killer if no proper payer of the main ring otherwise exists but receivers do, and then she is to pay the three-mark ring like a son, and this until she enters a husband's bed and thereby tosses the outlay into her kinsmen's
In other words, when the slain man has no male relatives in the first tier (no son, brother, or father) but does have a daughter (unmarried) , that daughter shall function as a son. So compelling is the principle of patrilineage that, in the event of genealogical crisis, even a woman can be conscripted as a kind of pinch hitter. Better a son who is your daughter than no son at all.
That the "surrogate son" provision is of some antiquity in Scandinavia is sugRegardless of Sex gested by the presence of similar statutes on the mainland.28 It is worth noting that its implications go beyond the matter of wergild, for insofar as a wergild list ranks an individual's kinsmen according to their degree of relatedness to the slain person, it is also assumed to reflect the schedule of inheritance as well. It is moreover assumed to reflect the schedule of actual feud-the order in which the survivors are obliged to take retaliatory action. Thus the law itself contemplates a situation in which, in the genealogical breach, a woman becomes a functional son, not only in the transaction of wergild, but also in the matter of inheritance and also, at least in principle, in the actual prosecution of feud. (That she must revert to female status upon marriage further underscores the expectation that gender will yield, as it were, to the greater good of survival of the line.) Just where and when and how completely the surrogate son clause obtained we have no idea, although the ubiquity of "maiden warrior" legends-legends of unmarried, brotherless daughters who on the death of their fathers become functional sons, even dressing and acting the part-suggests that the idea was very much alive in the public mind.29 In either case, what concerns us here is not so much historical practice as legal contemplation-the plain fact that even within one and the same law, the principle of sex is not so final or absolute that it could not be overridden by greater interests. Baugatal and similar surrogate son provisions not only allow but institutionalize the female exception. Again, to judge from the presence of "male" objects in the occasional female grave, not even death necessarily undid such exceptionality. I have hesitated over such terms as "femaleness" and "masculinity" in the above paragraphs, for they seem to me inadequate to what they mean to describe. The modern distinction between sex (biological: the reproductive apparatus) and gender (acquired traits: masculinity and femininity) seems oddly inapposite to the Norse material-in much the same way that Cleasby-Vigfusson's distinction between literal and metaphoric seems oddly inapposite to the semantic fields of the words blau&r and hvatr. What can be the meaning of biological femaleness in a culture that permits women to serve as juridical men?" If biological femaleness does not determine one's juridical status, what does it determine-and indeed what does it matter? Is this a culture in which "sex" per se is irrelevant and "gender" is everything? Or is it a culture that simply does not make a clear distinction but holds what we imagine to be two as one and the same thing? Something of the sort would seem to be the lesson of the blaucr/hvatr complex. CleasbyVigfusson proposes (in effect) that the word blau&r refers to "sex" when applied to a sex-appropriate being (thus to call Aubr blau&r is merely to call her female) but to "gender" when applied to a sex-inappropriate being (thus to call a man blau&r is to call him cowardly); but the fact that one word does for both (both "sex" and "gender," or in Cleasby-Vigfusson's terms both "proper" and "metaphoric") would seem to suggest that in Old Norse there is no "both" in the modern sense, but a single notion. That this single notion corresponds, at least in the case of the female, more closely to our sense of gender than to our sense of sex (though I shall suggest later that the Scandinavian sense of "gender" wreaks havoc with the concept of gender as we understand it) is clear from the examples of "exceptional" or "outstanding" women I enumerated above. "Woman" is a normative category, but not a binding one. If a woman is normally blaucr, she is not inevitably so, and when she is hvatr, she is thought unusual, but not unnatural.
Unusual for the better. Although the woman who for whatever reason plays life like a man is occasionally deplored by the medieval author,30 she is more commonly admired-sometimes grudgingly, but often just flatly. Certainly Laxdcela saga is unequivocal about Unnr in djupuiga: "Hon hafbi brott me6 ser allt fraxndli6 sitt, bat er i lifi var, ok bykkjask menn varla decmi til finna, at einn kvenma6r hafi komizk i brott 6r bvilikum 6fri6i me6 jafnmiklu f6 ok f9runeyti; ma a bvi marka, at hon var mikit afbrag6 annarra kvenna" (She took with her all her surviving kinsfolk; and it is generally thought that it would be hard to find another example of a woman escaping from such hazards with so much wealth and such a large retinue; from this it can be seen what a paragon amongst women she was.)3' So too Au6r in the same saga, who assumes male dress and arms and goes off to exact the revenge her brothers refused to take on her behalf; although the saga does not say so in so many words, it is clear that her actions are approved of, legal injunctions against transvestism notwithstanding.32 Lest we doubt the gender implications of such women's exceptional behavior, it is spelled out for us in the application to them of that most privileged of epithets, drengr (drengiligr, drengskapr, etc.). Defined by Cleasby-Vigfusson as a "bold, valiant, worthy man," drengr is conventionally held up as the very soul of masculine excellence in Norse culture.33 Yet Njall's wife Bergb6ra is introduced as "kvensk9rungr mikill ok drengr g66r ok n9kkut skaph9r6" (a women of great bearing and a good drengr, but somewhat harsh-natured.)34 Even Hildigunnr, whose goading of Flosi fuels a feud that might otherwise have calmed down, is so designated: "Hon var allra kvenna grimmust ok skaph9r6ust ok drengr mikill, bar sem vel skyldi vera" (She was the sternest and most hard-minded of women but a great drengr when need be.)35 This is a world in which "masculinity" always has a plus value, even (or perhaps especially) when it is enacted by a woman.36
If the category "woman" is a movable one, what of the category "man"? Is maleness, too, subject to mutation and "exception," or is it alone clear and fixed? Much has been said-though far more could be said-about Norse notions of masculinity. On the assumption that readers are generally familiar with the ideal, let me proceed directly to that long and broad streak in the literature-a streak that runs through poetry (both mythological and heroic) and prose, Latin and vernacular, legend and history and even law-in which manliness is most garishly contested: the tradition of insulting.
Regardless of Sex
Although insults are most concentrated in those literary set pieces we call flytings (senna and mannjafnacr), they can crop up in just about any venue.37 In terms more or less formal and more or less humorous, the insulter impugns his antagonist's appearance (poor or beggardly); reminds him of heroic failure (losing a battle, especially against an unworthy opponent); accuses him of cowardice, of trivial or irresponsible behavior (pointless escapades, domestic indulgences, sexual dalliance), or of failings of honor (unwillingness or inability to extract due vengeance, hostile relations with kinsmen); declares him a breaker of alimentary taboos (drinking urine, eating corpses); and/or charges him with sexual irregularity (incest, castration, bestiality, "receptive homosexuality").
(Once again, although most insults are traded between men, there are also women in the role of both insulter and insultee-though a woman in either role usually faces off against a man, not another woman, and although she may score lots of direct hits, in the end she always loses. The most frequent charges against women are incest, promiscuity, and sleeping with the enemy.) 38 Of these, the most spectacular is the form of sexual defamation known as nW. Very likely part of the Germanic legacy, rn was prohibited by law. The following passages give a sense of the term. 39 The first is from the Norweigian Gulabing Code and follows the rubric "If a person makes ni against someone": Engi ma6r scal gera tungu ni6 urn annan. ne treni6.... Engi scal gera yki urn annan. xe6a fiolmale. bat heiter yki ef ma6r malir urn annan bat er eigi ma vera. ne ver6a oc eigi hever verit. kve6r hann vaxra kono niundu nott hveria. oc hever barn boret. oc kallar gylvin. ba er hann utlagr. ef han ver6r at bvi sannr. 40 [Nobody is to make tungu n6 (verbal n6) about another person, nor a trWnO (wooden ..)....
No one is to make an 1ki (exaggeration) about another or a libel. It is called 1ki if someone says something about another man which cannot be, nor come to be, nor have been: declares he is a woman every ninth night or has born a child or calls him gyfin (a werewolf or unnatural monster?). He is outlawed if he is found guilty of that. Let him deny it with a six-man oath. Outlawry is the outcome if the oath fails.]4'
The second also comes from the Gulabing Code, in the passage under the rubric fullrettisor6 (verbal offenses for which full compensation must be paid):
Or6 ero bau er fullrettis or6 heita. bat er eitt ef ma6r kve6r at karlmanne Q6rum. at hann have barn boret. bat er annat. ef ma6r kve6r hann vxera sannsor6enn. bat er hit bri6ia. ef hann iamnar hanom vi6 meri. xe6a kallar hann grey. xe6a portkono. xe6a iamnar hanom vi6 berende eitthvert. 42 [There are certain expressions known as fullrettisorM (words for which full compensation must be paid). One is if a man says to another that he has given birth to a child. A second is if a man says of another that he is sannsordinn (demonstrably fucked). The third is if he compares him to a mare, or calls him a bitch or harlot, or compares him with the female of any kind of animal.]
The corresponding provision in the Icelandic Gragas establishes lesser outlawry (three years' exile) for ?ki and trenc, but full outlawry (exile for life) for the utterance of any of the words ragr; strocinn, or sorcinn. Indeed, for these three words one has the right to kill. 43 The legal profile of nW is richly attested in the literature. Two examples suffice to give the general picture: Skarphedinn's taunting suggestion, in Njals saga, that Flosi would do well to accept a gift of pants, "ef bi ert brfi6r Svinfellsdss, sem sagt er, hverja ina niunda n6tt ok geri hann bik at konu" (if you are the bride of the Svinafell troll, as people say, every ninth night and he uses you as a woman)44 and Sinfjgtli's claim to Guomundr in the eddic Helgakvida Hundingsbana I, "Nio aitto vi6/ d nesi Sigo/iilfa alna,/ec var einn faWir beirra" (Nine wolves you and I begot on the island of Saga; I alone was their father). 45 As the latter example in particular indicates (and there are many more), what is at stake here is not homosexuality per se, for the role of the penetrator is regarded as not only masculine but boastworthy regardless of the sex of the object. 46 The charge of ni devolves solely on the penetrated man-the sorcinn or ragr man. This architecture is a familiar one in the early world and in certain quarters of the modern one as well, but it surely finds one of its most brazen expressions in the Norse tradition of nO.
To what extent sodomy, consensual or otherwise, was practiced in early Scandinavia is unknown. What is clear from a survey of ni examples is that the charges to that effect are "symbolic" (as Folke Str6m would have it) or "moral" (as Meulengracht Sorensen prefers) insofar as they refer not to an act of sex but rather to such "female" characteristics as "a lack of manly courage," "lack of prowess," or "'unmanliness' in both its physical and its mental sense," or "certain mental qualities, not to mention duties that were considered specifically female."47 Meulengracht Sorensen distinguishes three meanings of the word argr/ragr as it refers to men: "perversity in sexual matters" (being penetrated anally), "versed in witchcraft," and "'cowardly, unmanly, effeminate' with regard to morals and character." The second and third meanings derive from the first, in his view, by the logic that "a man who subjects himself to another in sexual affairs will do the same in other respects; and fusion between the notions of sexual unmanliness and unmanliness in a moral sense stands at the heart of nO."S48 Symbolic or no, the ni taunts figure the insultee as a female and in so doing suggest that the category "man" is, if anything, even more susceptible to mutation than the category "woman." For if a woman's ascent into the masculine took some doing, the man's descent into the feminine was just one real or imagined act away. Nor is the "femaleness" of that act in doubt. Anal penetration constructed the man who experienced it as whore, bride, mare, bitch, and the like-in whatever guise a female creature, and as such subject to pregnancy, childbirth, and lactation. In the world of nc (male) anus and vagina are for all imaginary purposes one and the same thing. Men are sodomizable in much the way women are rap-able, and with the same consequences. The charge may be "symbolic," but its language could hardly be more corporeal, and although, as I shall suggest below, the separate status of the female body is far from secure, there is no doubt that the body of the ragr man looks very much like that of a woman.
But is ni really the fundamental truth of early Scandinavian sexual attitudes? It is not surprising that modern scholarship has reified it as such, given its special status in the laws and also given the way, thanks to its occlusion in the scholarly tradition, it has been handed to modern critics as a kind of blank slate.49 But it is important to remember that ni insults are by no means the only sort of Norse insult; that they are typically found interspersed, as if on roughly equal footing, with insults not immediately sexual; and that in this larger context, ni insults seem part and parcel of a shame system in which the claim of femaleness is an especially striking, but by no means the only, element.
Men call each other poor or beggardly-and in quite stinging terms-as often as they call each other women. They call each other slaves and captives. They accuse one another of having fled from danger or having failed to take action to protect themselves and their kin. A great number of insults occur in alternation with boasts and turn on some standard oppositions: action vs. talk, hard life vs. soft life, adventurer vs. stay-at-home, etc. In a particularly grandiose flyting from Orvar-Odds saga, the legendary Orvar-Oddr brags of having explored warfare when all the insultee explored was the king's hall; of having fought the Permians while the insultee was safely ensconced at home between linen sheets; of having razed enemy strongholds while the insultee was "chattering with girls"; of having slain eighteen men while the insultee was staggering his way to a bondwoman's bed; of having brought down an earl while the insultee was "at home wavering between the calf and the slave girl." Similar is the claim in the eddic Helgi Hundingsbana I that while the "flight-scorning prince" Helgi was off feeding the eagles, Sinfj9tli was "at the mill kissing slave girls." Insofar as home-staying (especially when it amounts to combat avoidance) is coded as effeminate (even though the accused may be an active "phallic aggressor"50 within the realm of the household), these insults, too, are haunted by gender, and they indeed on occasion tip over into ni, as in the following stanza from Orvar-Odds saga: "Siguror, vart eigi, /er a Salundi felldak / bra6r bo6har6a, / Brand ok Agnar, / Ysmund, Ingjald, / Alfr var inn fimmti; / en b" heima bItt / i holl konungs, / skrbkmAlasamr, / skau6 hernumin" (Sigur6r, you weren't on Zealand when I felled the battle-hard brothers Brandr and Agnarr, Asmundr and Ingjaldr, and Alfr was the fifth-while you were lying at home in the king's hall, full of tall stories, a skauc hernumin).5' The participial hernumin here means "battle-taken" and suggests the sort of victimization to which a prisoner of war was subject. The feminine noun skauc means "sheath" and is a word for a fold or crack in the genital area-used in practice to refer to the female genital and to the fold of skin into which a horse's penis retracts.52 If skauc hernumin defies precise translation, its general sense is clear. The insultee is trebly accused: of being a draft dodger, of being a prisoner of war and hence subject to whatever abuse that condition may entail, and of having either no penis or one so soft and hidden-so blauYr-that it is useless as such.
Whatever else they may be, these are insults preoccupied with power-or, more to the point, with powerlessness under threat of physical force. That sexual difference is deeply imbricated in this concern is clear. The question is which, if either, is primary. Is power a metaphor for sex (so that the charge of poverty boils down to a charge of femaleness), as Meulengracht S0rensen argues, or is sex a metaphor for power (so that the charge of nO boils down to a charge of powerlessness)? Modern scholarship has tended to assume the former. I incline toward the latter, or toward a particular version of the latter. The insult complex seems to me to be driven, not by the opposition male/female per se, but by the opposition hvatrlblaucr, which works more as a gender continuum than a sexual binary. That is, although the ideal man is hvatr and the typical woman is blaucr, neither is necessarily so; and each can, and does, slip into the territory of the other.
If the human body was once taken as the one sure fact of history, the place where culture stopped and biological verities began, it is no longer. Not in the academy, in any case, in which there has arisen a virtual industry of investigating the ways conceptions of bodies, above all sexed bodies, are historically contingent. Of particular interest for students of early Scandinavia are the implications of what Thomas Laqueur calls the "one-sex" or "one-flesh" model of sexual difference that he argues obtained in Western Europe from the Greeks through the early modern period.53 Unlike the "two-sex" or "two-flesh" model, which emerged in the late eighteenth century and which construes male and female as "opposite" or essentially different from one another, the "one-sex" model understands the sexes as inside-vs.-outside versions of a single genital/reproductive apparatus, differing in degree of warmth or coolness and hence in degree of value (hot being superior to cool) but essentially the same in form and function and hence ultimately fungible versions of one another. The point here is not that there is no notion of sexual difference but that the difference was conceived less as a set of absolute opposites than as a system of isomorphic analogues, the superior male set working as a visible map to the invisible and inferior female setfor the one sex in question was essentially male, women being viewed as "inverted, and less perfect, men." 54 So the official story, the one told by medical treatises. Popular mythologies were (and to a remarkable degree still are) rather more fluid in their understanding of which parts match which. A millennially popular "set" equates the (male) anus with the vagina-not a correspondence authorized by the medical treatises, but one that proceeds easily from the one-sex body as a general proposition. (The word vagina itself, meaning "sword sheath," was also used in Latin sources to refer to the anus.55 Certainly, Norse words or periphrases for the vagina are typically usable for the anus, and it is indeed with deprecating reference to the male that such terms are conspicuously attested.)56 What is of particular interest for present purposes is not so much the system of homologues per se, but the fluidity implied by that system. This is a universe in which maleness and femaleness were always negotiable, always up for grabs, always susceptible to "conditions." If "conditions" could go so far as to activate menstruation in men or a traveling down of the sexual member in women (eventualities attested by medical authorities throughout the early period), then "conditions" could easily enable gender encroachments of a more moderate sort. 57 A systematic account of the Norse construction of the body, including the sexed body, remains to be written. I presume that the Scandinavians in the early period had some one-sex account of bodily difference-the conflation of anus and vagina and the charges of male pregnancy point clearly in that directionbut no treatise spells out the terms. I also presume that in the same way that the thirteenth-century authors were cognizant of other medical learning (the theory of humors, for example), they were cognizant of the learned hot/cool model of sexual difference-but they did not insinuate that model into the "historical" texts. One can think of several reasons for this: because they preferred to let tradition overrule science, because for narrative purposes strength stood as the objective correlative of heat, because it is the nature of sagas to naturalize learning. But it may also, and above all, be because the medieval authors knew that in the very social stories they had to tell, actual genitals were pretty much beside the point. The first lesson of the foregoing examples is that bodily sex was not that decisive. The "conditions" that mattered in the north-the "conditions" that pushed a person into another status-worked not so much at the level of the body, but at the level of social relations.
The second lesson has to do with the attenuated quality of the category "female." The fact that "femaleness" is so frequently invoked with reference to men (far more often than to women, I suspect), the absence of a language for and lack of concern with features exclusive to women, and the consignment of anything that might qualify as women's sphere to a position virtually outside of history would seem to suggest that what is at stake here is not "femininity" in any modern sense, but simply "effeminacy" or, more to the point, "impotence"-the default category for the person of either sex who for whatever reason fell outside normative masculinity. Scholars who try to distinguish the feminine from the effeminate by suggesting that the female role was ignominious only when it was assigned to a man and that women and female activities as such were not held in contempt are on shaky ground, for the sources point overwhelmingly to a structure in which women no less than men were held in contempt for womanishness and were admired-and mentioned-only to the extent that they showed some "pride" (as their aggressive self-interest is repeatedly characterized in modern commentaries).58 Again, it seems likely that Norse society operated according to a one-sex model-that there was one sex and it was male. More to the point, there was finally just one "gender," one standard by which persons were judged adequate or inadequate, and it was something like masculine.
What finally excites fear and loathing in the Norse mind is not femaleness per se, but the condition of powerlessness, the lack or loss of volition, with which femaleness is typically, but neither inevitably nor exclusively, associated. By the same token, what prompts admiration is not maleness per se, but sovereignty of the sort enjoyed mostly and typically and ideally, but not solely, by men. This is in any case not a world in which the sexes are opposite or antithetical or polar or complementary (to return again to the modern apparatus). On the contrary, it is a world in which gender, if we can even call it that, is neither coextensive with biological sex, despite its dependence on sexual imagery, nor a closed system, but a system based to an extraordinary extent on winnable and losable attributes. It goes without saying that the one-sex or single-standard system (in the sense I have outlined it here) is one that advantaged men. But it is at the same time a system in which being born female was not so damaging that it could not be offset by other factors. A woman may start with debits and a man with credits, but any number of other considerations-wealth, marital status, birth order, historical accident, popularity, a forceful personality, sheer ambition, and so on-could tip the balance in the other direction. (When Hallgerdr of Njals saga, who acted herself so forcefully into history, says to her father that "pride is something you and your kinsmen have plenty of, so it's no surprise that I should have some too," she articulates perfectly the economy of the one-sex model, in which, however unequal, men and women are, or can be, players in the same game.)59 More to the point, because the strong woman was not inhibited by a theoretical ceiling above which she could not rise and the weak man not protected by a theoretical floor below which he could not fall, the potential for sexual overlap in the social hierarchy was always present. The frantic machismo of Norse males, at least as they are portrayed in the literature, would seem on the face of it to suggest a society in which being born male precisely did not confer automatic superiority, a society in which distinction had to be acquired, and constantly reacquired, by wresting it away from others.
Let me take this a step further and propose that to the extent that we can speak of a social binary, a set of two categories, into which all persons were divided, the fault line runs not between males and females per se, but between able-bodied men (and the exceptional woman) on one hand and, on the other, a kind of rainbow coalition of everyone else (most women, children, slaves, and old, disabled, or otherwise disenfranchised men). Even the most casual reader of Norse literature knows how firmly drawn is that line, for it suggests itself all over the lexical and documentary map, including in the laws themselves, which distinguish clearly and repeatedly between uzmeg6 (singular t'magi), "dependents" (literally, those who cannot maintain themselves: "children, aged people, men disabled by sickness, paupers, etc."), on one hand, and "breadwinners" (magil megc) on the other.60 What I am suggesting is that this is the binary, the one that cuts most deeply and the one that matters: between strong and weak, powerful and powerless or disempowered, swordworthy and unswordworthy, honored and unhonored or dishonored, winners and losers.6' Insofar as these categories, though not biological, have a sexual look to them, the one associated with the male body and the other with something like the female one, and insofar as the polarity or complementarity or antithesis that modern scholarship has brought to bear on maleness and femaleness applies far more readily, and with less need for qualification, to the opposition hvatrlblaucr or magilu'magi, they might as well be called genders. The closest English comes to the distinction may be "spear side" and "distaff side"-a distinction which, although it is clearly (now) welded to sexual difference, is nonetheless one derived from roles (rather than bodies) and hence at least gestures toward gender (insofar as men are in principle able to spin and women to do battle).
To observe that some such binary is a familiar feature of premodern societies (and at the popular level in modern ones as well) should not detract from its decisive importance in Old Norse.62 Nor is (for example) the Greek distinction between hoplites and kinaidoi as it has been outlined in recent scholarship quite apposite to the Scandinavian one between magi and iimagi, for the gender traffic in Norse involves not only men, but women, and conspicuously so. What John J. Winkler calls the "odd belief in the reversibility of the male person, always in peril of slipping into the servile or the feminine," is matched, in Norse, by the odd belief in the reversibility also of the female person, under the right conditions capable of ascension into the ranks of those who master, and that fact has grave consequences for the male side of the story.63 Not only losable by men, but achievable by women, masculinity was in a kind of double jeopardy for the Norse man. He who for whatever reason became a social woman stood, to put it crudely, to find himself not just side by side with woman, but under her, and, again, it may be just that ever-present possibility that gives Norse maleness its desperate edge. The literature is in any case rich with scenes, both historical and legendary, that turn on male humiliation or defeat at the hands of women-including, as a relatively gentle example, the encounter between Au6r and Eyjolfr with which this essay began.64
Let me turn to a stream in the downward gender traffic that I have not yet mentioned, though it is especially privileged in the documents: men once firmly in category A who have slid into category B by virtue of age. In a literature not given to pathos and little interested in the old, these moments-in which former heroes are shown doddering about, or bedridden, or blind and impotent-stand out in strong relief. 65 We tend to understand the poignancy of such scenes rather straightforwardly in terms of the past, as a kind of northern sounding of the ubi sunt or sic transit gloria themes so richly developed in Old English verse. Certainly they are that, but with a spin that strikes me as if not uniquely Norse, then characteristically so. For in the Norse examples it is not just the ruination of the onceheroic body that is at stake, but the second-class company such a body is forced to keep.
Consider, for example, just how many of the scenes of Egill Skallagrimsson's old age are played out in the company of women-who cajole, tease, laugh at, advise, and humor him, both figuratively and literally pushing him around. His story could have been told, as others are, with fewer (or indeed none) of these scenes; certainly the preceding 230-odd pages of that text are as woman-free as the Icelandic sagas get. The effect of this cluster of women at the end, I think, is to suggest that Egill has in a sense become one of them-no longer a man of the public world, but a man innan stokks. Viewed in this context, his composition, on the death of his son(s), of the lament Sonatorrek (Loss of My Sons)-thought by many the most magnificent poem in the language-takes on a new dimension. Tojudge from the extant literature, emotional lamentations of this woe-is-me sort are very much the business of women in early Scandinavia, so much so that they seem tantamount to a female industry.66 Thematically, metaphorically, and lexically, Egill's poem resembles nothing so much as Guorun's lament in the eddic Hamdismal and Gucrutnarhvgt,67 and although his composition is commonly assumed to be prior, the fact that it is the only male-composed lament of the woeis-me type in early Scandinavia, and that it is produced so emphatically innan stokks (not only within the house but within the bedchamber, where he lies mourning) and so specifically in the company of women (his daughter induces him to compose it, and the audience for its premier performance consists of "Asger6r, borgerir, and the household") leads me to wonder whether some part of its original pathos did not have to do with the gendered circumstances of its production. 68 To pose it as a question: Is it possible that some of Sonatorrek's contemporary force derived from its point of issue on the distaff side and its coding as a "woman's" form?
By way of steadying this suggestion about Sonatorrek, let me turn to two proverbs that explicitly link the condition of old men with femaleness. One, which in fact turns on public speech, occurs in a scene in Havardar saga Isfirdings in which a woman named Bjargey urges a husband too old for battle to take up the role of whetter. "bat er karlmannligt mMl," she moralizes, "at hann, er til engra har6raxanna er fQrr, at spara bd ekki tunguna at tala bat, er honom maetti ver6a gagn at" (It is manly for those unfit for vigorous deeds to be unsparing in their use of the tongue to say those things that may avail).69 The saying is doubly telling. It acknowledges the equivalence of old men and women, for tongue wielding (whetting, egging) is a conspicuously female activity.70 But it also acknowledges the commensurability of the tongue and the sword. The homology of physical and verbal dueling is a familiar theme in the literature, cropping up in such phrases as "war of words," "to battle with the voice," "to wound with words," or, to reverse the formulation, "quarrel of swords" (= battle). Saxo's Gesta Danorum similarly describes Ericus Disertus (Eirikr inn malspaki or Eric the Eloquent) as an "argument athlete" (altercationum athleta) who is as "valorous in tongue as in hand," and Gotwar as a woman for whom "words were weapons," someone who "could not fight" but "found darts in her tongue instead."'7' The tongue may be a lesser weapon, the "sword" of the unswordworthy, but it is a weapon nonetheless, and one whose effects could be serious indeed (as the legal injunctions against tungunkd attest). And like the sword it is less than, the tongue is subject to bold use or cowardly unuse, so that even within the category of unswordworthy persons, conspicuously women and old men, the politics of hvatr and blaudr play themselves out. "It is manly," Bjargey says, for the unswordworthy to use their tongues to make things happen. Better to wield the sword than the tongue, in short, but better to wield the tongue than to wield nothing-in both cases whether one is a man or a woman.
Egill himself states the equation in a pithy half-stanza lamenting the effects of age: "My neck is weak," he says; "I fear falling on my head; my hearing is gone; and blautr erum bergisfitar borr."72 The line in question translates something like: "soft is the bore [= drill bit] of the foot/leg of taste/pleasure," the bore referring to tongue if one takes bergis f6tar to mean "head," but to penis if one takes the kenning to mean "leg or limb of pleasure."73 If one assumes, as I do, that the art of the line lies precisely in its duplicity and that both meanings (penis and tongue) inhere in it (skaldic verse is nothing if not a poetry of the double entendre), and if one hears the harmonic "sword" that inevitably sounds over these two tones (for penises and tongues are repeatedly figured as weapons),74 and finally if one adds in the sense of effeminacy/femaleness that attaches to the word blautr, "soft" (a word that rhymes both sonically and semantically with blaudr), one has in this five-word verse the full chord: when not only one's sword and penis go limp but also one's tongue, life is pretty much over. This is not the first we have heard of Egill's tongue, of course. Sonatorrek itself opens with a complaint about the difficulty of its erection (Mjgk erum tregtltungu at hrweraledr loptvawi/lj pundara; "It is very hard for me to stir my tongue or the steel-yard of the song-weigher");75 and although there is no question of an overt sexual or martial meaning here, the wider system of tongue/sword/penis correspondences invites us to just such associations, which serve in turn to confirm our sense that this poem stems from a point very far down the gender scale-a point at which sword and penis have given way to the tongue, and even the tongue may not be up to the task. (The one-sex reasoning behind the sword/penis/tongue construction, and the value of the categories relative to one another, could hardly be clearer. Worth remembering, on the distaff side, is the figure used to characterize the maiden warrior Hervor's shift from the female to the male role: she trades the needle for the sword.)76 Egill's Sonatorrek sounds like a female lament, in short, because in some deep cultural sense it is one.
The second proverb is untranslatable, and in its untranslatability is crystallized the problem on which this essay turns. It occurs in Hrafnkels saga and is invoked by a serving woman in an effort to rouse Hrafnkell from bed as enemies approach the farm: "Sva' ergisk hverr sem eldisk"-"Everyone becomes argr who [or: as he/she] gets older."77 Like the entry under blaudr, Cleasby-Vigfusson's entry under argr (the banned "a" word of the laws) tries to solve the problem by distinguishing a literal meaning ("emasculate," "effeminate") from a figurative one ("wretch," "craven," "coward"). If we elect the latter, we get something along the lines of "Sooner or later, we all end up cowardly" (E. V. Gordon) or "The older the man, the feebler" (Hermann Palsson), a choice that occludes the sense of gendered degradation that the term argr carries with it.78 If we elect the former, we get something like "Sooner or later, we all end up effeminate." It is clear why translators would prefer "cowardly" here, for "effeminate" jolts: What can it mean if every man eventually becomes it, and do women become it, too? I would argue that (although neither choice is good) "effeminate" is preferable for two reasons: because it captures so succinctly the default social partnership of old men and typical women, and because it reveals in no uncertain terms that, for all its associations with the female body, the word argr (ergi, ergjask, ragr, etc.) finally knows no sex. Again, the problem is that Modern English has no language for a system in which the operative social binary looks sexual (i.e., is figured in terms of male and female bodies) but is in practice not sexual, that is to say, neither exclusively nor decisively based on biological difference (or for that matter any inborn characteristic, with the presumable exception of natal defects). What the proverb "Sva' eldisk hverr sem eldisk" boils down to is that sooner or later, all of us end up alike in our softness-regardless of our past and regardless of our sex.
It is beyond the scope of this already too synthetic essay to probe the impact on the northern periphery of "medievalization" (the conversion to Christianity and the adoption of European social forms), but by way of ending let me hazard some general propositions. The documentary sources, dating as they do from the Christian period, are notoriously slippery, but no reader of them can escape the impression that the new order entailed a radical remapping of gender in the north. More particularly, one has the impression that femaleness became more sharply defined and contained (the emergence of women-only religious orders is symptomatic of the new sensibility), and it seems indisputably the case that as Norse culture assimilated notions of weeping monks and fainting knights, "masculinity" was rezoned, as it were, into territories previously occupied by "effeminacy" (and other category B traits). (This expansion of the masculine was presumably predicated on just the fixing of the female and her relocation at a safe distance.) It may be, as Laqueur argues on the basis of the medical tradition, that the one-sex model of sexual difference did not fully yield to a two-sex one until the late eighteenth century with the invention of a separate femaleness with its own organs and characteristics, but that does not mean that the one-sex era was monolithic or static or that the two-sex model did not have its conceptual harbingers. In the northern world, at least, the social organization of Christian Europe must have been perceived as entailing a profoundly different sex-gender system-one that despite its own stories of real and imagined gender crossings (particularly within religious discourse) drew a line of unprecedented firmness between male and female bodies and natures. The new dispensation would by the same token appear to have blurred the line between able-bodied men and aging men: the portrait of Njall in that most Christian of sagas seems a conscious attempt to recuperate for Christian patriarchy a man under the old order dismissable by virtue of age, and indeed openly accused of effeminacy by his pagan neighbors. (Egill, on the other hand, born just two decades earlier and hence dead before the conversion, can be construed by his medieval biographer as having missed out.) What I am suggesting is that there are one-sex systems and one-sex systems; that early northern Europe "lived" a one-sex social logic, a onegender model, to a degree unparalleled elsewhere in the west; and that the medievalization of the north entailed a shift of revolutionary proportions-a shift in the direction of two-sex thinking, and one therefore in kind not unlike the shift Laqueur claims for Europe in general eight hundred years later. 79 It should by now be clear that the problems of translation with which this essay has been preoccupied are not just unrelated lexical glitches, but cognate symptoms of a larger problem of conceptual translation. Whether the early Scandinavian model is exactly as I have outlined it here-I am aware of having barely scratched the surface-is not clear. What is clear is that their system and ours do not line up and that the mismatch is especially obvious, and especially alien, where women and the feminine are concerned. From the outset, scholars have speculated on what unusual notion of womanhood might account for such startlingly strong female figures in a culture that seems otherwise to hold femaleness in such contempt. (It is a speculation that extends all the way back to Tacitus.) I mean in this essay to turn the question inside out and ask whether the paradox-extraordinary women, contempt for femaleness-may not have more to do with the virtual absence of any notion of "womanhood" than it does with the existence of some more spacious or flexible notion than our own. The evidence points, I think, to a one-sex, one-gender model with a vengeance-one that plays out in the rawest and most extreme terms a scheme of sexual difference that at the level of the body knows only the male and at the level of social behavior, only the effeminate, or emasculate, or impotent. The case could be made, particularly on the basis of the mythic narratives, that Norse femaleness was a more complicated business than Laqueur's model would have it,80 but the general notion, that sexual difference used to be less a wall than a permeable membrane, has a great deal of explanatory force in a world in which a physical woman could become a social man, a physical man could (and sooner or later did) become a social woman, and the originary god, O6inn himself, played both sides of the street.
Notes
This essay appeared in a slightly different form in Speculum: A Journal of Medieval Studies 68 (1993 . "bd er fQr var helzti ill, b6 at ver vinnim eigi betta nioingsverk, ok standi menn upp ok lIti hann eigi bessu na" (Our errand has been bad enough without our committing this ni~ingsverk; up, men, don't let him try it!). 7. The relation of the thirteenth-century written sources, especially the Icelandic sagas, to pre-conversion social history is a long-standing point of debate. I am here as elsewhere proceeding on the neotraditionalist assumption that although the written sources may exaggerate or fabricate at some points, there is a large grain of truth in their collective account. 
